There are few publishers so closely identified by and with their designer as was Edinburgh University Press from the 1950s to the 1980s. In those years, it was the work of George Mackie, rdi.
1 To us in the United States, books from Edinburgh looked different from those of other publishers. It was not just because they were set in Monotype fonts unlike most American books set in Linotype.
2 While there was seemingly nothing unusual about his basic text pages, which followed the traditions of book design, the distinctiveness came from Mackie's subtle use of ornament, his occasional use of illustration, the exact rightness of his choice of font and size, and the understated effect of the total design ( Figure 1 ).
Mackie was not trained as a typographer, but he was a serious reader. This has always seemed to me to be the most basic requirement for being a book designer. He felt that the text design should be 'invisible,' meaning that it should not intrude between the author and reader. But, as Mackie has said, 'on the title-page or chapter opening pages, or wherever a pause occurs in reading, the designer may allow himself to become less invisible and indulge in display of some kind.' 3 A typical centred Mackie title page might at first not seem so unusual until you notice the tiny ornament or a long subtitle or author byline set in perfectly letterspaced small caps, broken not only for sense but to make an unexpected shape that sets up the entire design (Figure 2 ).
In the time before all typefaces were everywhere available and in every size, Mackie was a master of his limited (by today's standards) resources. Not only were there fewer fonts from which to choose; typesetters might have the desired typeface but only in a limited range of sizes. Limitations in the choice of style and size of type could have made it more difficult for a designer. In reality, working with limited choices meant that designers would get to know very well how best to use the typefaces available to them.
In addition, designers in those years had to be quite sure of their decisions, as revisions were expensive. Whereas today's designers can set infinite examples of sizes and styles of type on their computer, Mackie had to rely on specimen books from printers. These would show complete alphabets of most of the classic Monotype book faces along with examples of various sizes and leadings.
Mackie would prepare pencil layouts of various pages for the printer and provide them with basic setting instructions ( Figure 3 ). As he said, 'the precise vocabulary I used in specifying Monotype setting got the results I wanted. ' 4 He paid great attention to detail: 'Paragraphs which end with only one tiny word or even two small words on the last line are a blot; I would willingly have re-written any copy to avoid them. I sometimes did. ' 5 I can attest to the time Mackie restructured tables in a book I had sent him to design. Neither the editor nor the author had foreseen the awkward way the tabular data they had supplied would display on the page. The editor was not amused but had to agree with Mackie's revision.
A title page in one of Mackie's books had both visual and editorial logic. As he wrote, 'All elements have to be content with their position and size, determined not by optical whim but intellectual judgement. There is an order of precedence where even the smallest item plays a part; its removal should unbalance the whole page.' Typography was not a subject that was taught seriously in art schools. 'No student set out to become a typographer,' he wrote in the catalogue to the 1991 exhibition of his work. 8 After leaving college, Mackie got a part-time position teaching in the printing department of a college.
He met Archie Turnbull, who was then an editor at W. & R. Chambers. Turnbull commissioned him to do some drawings for jackets. When Turnbull became secretary (director) of Edinburgh University Press in 1953, he commissioned Mackie to work for the press. As Mackie wrote, 'In the beginning we were both feeling our way. I got an occasional jacket to do, then some title pages. Finally, inadequately prepared as I was, he entrusted me to embark upon the design of entire books. . . . No designer can achieve quality without active backing from the client.' He was fortunate in making the connection with Turnbull. He was the perfect client. The Guardian's obituary for Archie Turnbull, secretary of Edinburgh University Press until 1987, commented, 'His dedication was to books in two ways. He loved them as artefacts, and attended to their design as things of beauty appropriate to their content.' 10 Mackie told me, 'We knew nothing about book design. We learned together. He was mad about books, spent hours discussing which typefaces for which books. ' 11 One of Mackie's influences was the Nonesuch Press, which was founded by Francis Meynell in 1922 and flourished in the 1920s and 1930s. Nonesuch book designs had the quality of a private-press, hand-printed book, but the books were available at lower cost to a commercial market. As Mackie noted, 'One endeavour of I began with a page layout on bank paper, semi-transparent and sympathetic to pencil. I used the invaluable books of type specimen pages provided by such as Mackays of Chatham with different leadings, and the Monotype type specimen sheets showing every type size and all sorts of faces. Archie got excited when he discovered a new foreign face, usually German. I too was excited by the interwar years of German type foundries and their exquisite specimen booklets and calendars. Here I must pay tribute to Alexander Russell, Head of Design at Dundee, who introduced me to the newest display faces from Germany, Futura, Corvinus etc.
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I first encountered Mackie's work in the mid-1970s. I was design and production manager at the University of Texas Press, which distributed Edinburgh University Press books.
Volumes in the Edinburgh Bilingual Library were 4.75-inch by 8-inch books with the most understated typography (Figures 6a and b; Figure 7 ). I thought these were such perfect examples of book design. In those days it was unusual to see books in such a small format, set in (to us) unusual typefaces, in almost perfect golden-mean proportions. By comparison, our standard 6-inch by 9-inch format seemed bloated. Nothing is larger than 14-point type even on the title page (Figure 8 ).
Mackie's jacket design was every bit as personal as the rest of the book's design (Figures 9 and 10 ). As he told me, I submitted one well-finished rough, which Archie Turnbull pinned up in his office to contemplate. He seldom changed anything. I recognise increasingly how spoiled I was by him. Sometimes I would submit something a bit crazy, expecting it to be rejected. It wasn't, which I later regretted. Jackets were important to me, the type stuff was just work. I am sure that authors very often hated them. I don't think they were necessary anyway. Books almost never displayed in a bookshop. I doubt if Archie could have survived in normal publishing. Jackets were important to me as the designer. The thought of anyone else being in on my work was unthinkable. When I told him how different it was for designers today, when so many approvals were necessary for every jacket design, he said, 'I would allow one revision, the rest is persuasion.'
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In the essay written for the catalogue to his exhibition, he concluded, 'Mediocrity is easy to despise. . . but damned difficult to achieve. The task now, certainly in the business of book design and production, is to re-achieve mediocrity. Without it, it is vain to hope for excellence. ' 16 I queried him about this, as mediocrity has such a pejorative meaning, and George told me that he meant simple competence.
He further explained, It does take knowledge and effort and experience and commitment to achieve mediocrity in any work of importance. The average surgeon for example is mediocre, middling. When I wrote that catalogue there was little evidence in book design of the average 'designer' being serious or knowing he was inheriting an important tradition going back centuries. He wasn't professional, was essentially unconnected. I have many hundreds of pounds worth of books on book design, some going back beyond printing. I took the job as seriously as surgery. No hobby to make the odd quid or two. I picked up by chance one of Faber and Faber['s] books from the late thirties, damned good, average for them. Doubtful if it was designed. It probably was shaped both by publisher and printer both unconscious that they were 'designing.'
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Mackie's point is that without knowing the basic tenets of book design, a designer is unlikely to achieve excellence. 'One must be at least good enough to be ''average'' before one can hope to do better,' he wrote me. 18 Mackie was never 'mediocre' in any sense, even from the beginning. His self-portrait from the time he worked for Edinburgh University Press shows a determined man with the good fortune to work for the perfect client (Figure 11 ). George told me, 'I think Archie was seen as George Mackie professed to make his designs as 'invisible' as possible, but there was usually some element (an ornament or bit of art) that made his work unique. That it looks so right was his great skill.
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